Gordon's – 37.5% vol
Carefully distilled using a secret recipe, the distinctively refreshing taste comes from the finest handpicked juniper berries and a selection of
other botanicals. It's the taste that's made Gordon's the world's best-selling London Dry gin.

Gordon's Crisp Cucumber – 37.5% vol
This clean, crisp Gin is refreshingly easy to drink. Fresh cucumber notes round off the flavour of Gordon’s Gin, while retaining its distinctive
juniper notes

Tanqueray – 43.1% vol
Four times distilled with four botanicals - juniper, coriander, angelica and liquorice; this award winning gin is a bold spirit, worthy of its red seal
and 180 years of distilling excellence.

Bombay Sapphire – 40% vol
The unique taste of Bombay Sapphire is created through the vapour infusion process. The 10 precious botanicals used in our gin are held
separate from the spirit in perforated copper baskets, and when the heated vapours rise, the distinctive flavour of the botanicals are released.
The result? A complex aromatic liquid that delivers a broader, more balanced flavour.

Bulldog Gin – 40% vol
A delicious English gin made with poppy, dragon eye, lotus leaves, citrus, almond, lavender and various other botanicals (12 in total). This is
four times distilled in copper pot stills.

Whitley Neill – 42% vol
Two carefully selected signature botanicals from Africa - the Cape Gooseberry and the fruit of the Baobab tree - combine for a distinctively
bold taste.

Sipsmith Sloe Gin – 29% vol
Gorgeous redcurrant and ripe winter fruits with stone-fruit almond. Cassis comes through with soft cherry hints and a rounded fruitiness.
Velvety mouthfeel and balanced sweetness

Plymouth Gin – 41.2% vol
Distilled from a unique blend of 7 botanicals, soft Dartmoor water and pure grain alcohol at the historic Black Friars Distillery - the oldest
working distillery in England - since 1793

Warner Edwards Rhubarb Gin – 40% vol
Voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy royal rhubarb explosion.

Warner Edwards Elderflower Gin – 40% vol
A beautifully balanced gin that is smooth, sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderflower.

Shed Head (Draught) 4.6% vol
Shed Head is an American pale ale, dry hopped using Cascade and Citra hops, brewed in Falkenberg, Sweden and imported to the UK.
Golden amber in colour, this beer has a generous white frothy head and is highly carbonated. It has a clean, fresh fragrant aroma of mango, soft fruits and hints
of fresh slightly spicy herbal hops. The beer is easy drinking, medium in strength, with soft fruits and mango sweetness, slight caramel notes and beautifully
balanced with clean spicy hops and a short, dry cleansing finish.

San Miguel Gluten Free – 5.4% vol
San Miguel gluten free delivers the same great taste as San Miguel without any Gluten.

Grimbergen Blonde – 6.7% vol
Grimbergen Blonde is a deep blonde Belgian Abbey ale, boasting a lovely golden-yellow robe, with ochre glints. Slightly fruity, it offers the perfect balance
between sweet and bitter tastes and just the right amount of fizz.
Grimbergen was founded in 1128, and the Grimbergen Abbey has been destroyed by fire 3 times - each time rising again from the ashes, hence the Phoenix
being chosen as its symbol. This ability to be reborn time and time again makes Grimbergen beer, a beer of legend.

Toast Pale Ale – 5% vol
Toast Ale’s Purebread is a well balanced, golden Pale Ale brewed with a slice of surplus fresh bread in every bottle. It has a smooth finish with
a hint of caramel and citrus. It uses Cascade, Chinook, Centennial and Bramling cross Hops to give it a moderate bitterness, resulting in a great
tasting classic British Pale Ale beer. Brewed with bread.

All our spirits are served in 25ml measures unless stated. Wine is served in 75cl bottles unless stated.

ue and delicious dessert topping.

